
This warning again.st too quick an acceptance of th.e theories
and ideas of Albert Einstein is by the professor of celestial
mechanics at Columbia University. Professor Poor presents his
reasons for thinking Einstein a false propllet when the rna...

jorityof scientists accept l1im-blindly, he contel1ds.

What Einstein Really Did
BY CHARLES LANE POOR

Artistic proof is, like artistic anything else, Micllelson and Morley; it was claim...
simply a matter of selection. If you know what ed that Einstein had mathematically
to put in and what to leave out you can prove d h
anything you like, quite conclusively.-AN. prove every step in t e complicated
Tl-IONY BERI{ELEY. maze, and tllat this mathematical proof

was supplemented and rendered incon...

S
CARCELY l1ad tIle thunders of can- trovertible by tIle fact that tIle tl1eory
l10n ceased to reverberate when in "works."
1919 the el1tire world was startled Among all the vague generalities

and amazed by tIle announcement of a about time, space, and geoluetries of
new theory of the universe--a theory so four and five dimensions, 011e COllcrete

bizarre that it shocked common sense. specific result of the theory was claimed
This theory of relativity, it appeared, in- by Einstein: the discovery of a new law
volved tIle ideas, or concepts, that the of gravitation; the specific claim that
speed of ligllt is one of tIle fundamental there is something radically wrong ill

controlling factors in all natural phe- Isaac Newtol1'S law of inverse squares.
nomena, that space and time are insepa- This new law, involved i.n tIle formulas
rable and are united togetller into some for planetary motion, was derived, ac...
kind of independent reality, and tllat cording to Einstein, from his fnnda
gravitation, or the attraction of body for mental law of relativity, from his reser
body, is due to warps and twists in this voir of aIIl{nowledge "witll0ut any par
space-time COl1tinullffi. And with these ticular assumption, wl1ereas Newton
new laws and these new concepts of llad to introduce the Ilypothesis that the
time and space, one must accept, it was force of gravitatiol1 between mtltually
asserted, the formulas and methods of attracting material points is inversely
non-Euclidean geometry, and ffillst proportional to the square of the dis
abandon all tIle guiding precepts, axi.. tance between them." And in support of
oms, and mental processes and reactiol1S tllis concrete clainl Einsteil1 states tlLat
which have been evolved by test and his tlleory and his law of gravitation
trial during the reons since man first trod have accounted for a sligllt irregularity
this earth. It was claitned that this theory in the motion of tIle planet Mercury;
of Ein.stein was founded upon a newly states that his tlleory l1as worked in pre
discovered law of nature and was firmly dieting that light-rays from distarl.t stars
based tlpOn tIle decisive experiments of are bent as they pass near the edge of the
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eclipsed sun; has worked in predicting
that the spectral lines of sunlight are dis
placed toward tIle red end of the spec
trum as compared with the correspond
ing lines from terrestrial sources.

But no one seems to know just what
this relativity reservoir of knowledge
really is; no one seems to know anything
about the new law of gravitation, how
or why it differs from that of Newton,
how it really accounts for the motion of
Mercury; or how a new law of gravita
tion can bend a ray of ligllt. Viewed
through the eyes of the layman, the bi
ologist, the cllemist, and the philosopher
unversed in the il1tricacies of astronomi
cal calclliation, tIle illusion is perfect.
One stares with wonder at the soldierly
ranks of tensors of many kinds and
types, at covariant vectors, and attall the
strange symbols of the tensor analysis,
and one readily believes that Einstein's
formulas are unimpeachable and im-
pregnable. TIle observations, cited in
support of these wonders, appear au
tllentic al1d seem to have been made,
with painstaking care, by astronomers
and physicists of the highest rank. Yet
one wOl1ders, wonders whetl1er it may
not all tllrn out to be a display of magic.
The merest tyro !{nows that you cannot
get sometlling out of nothing, l{nows
that tIle conjllrer does not materialize
tIle rabbit out of the llat. One knows that
tIle conjllrer has invisible assistants be...
hind the scenes, and that he has careful...
ly prepared his apparatus before he
makes his bow to the public.

So tIle illllsion of relativity required
long and careful preparation before it
was pllblicly exllibited. Einstein began
his vlorl( at some time r)rior to 1905, alld
during all tIle years that followed, many
preparations were tnade behind the
scenes. "flle first of these was gradually
to trallsform the few inconclusive mea..
sures of Michelson and Morley into a

long series of crucial and decisive ex
periments. It will be remembered that
Michelson invented a complicated opti
cal device and, with the assistance of
Morley, tried in 1887 a new metl10d of
measuring the well-known motion of
the earth through the etller of space.
This luminiferous cether, as it was origi
nally called, is the material medium, or
ocean, which fills all space, and which
serves for the transmission of light waves
just as the waters of the Atlantic serve to
transmit waves produced by gentle
breezes, by hurricanes, and by volcanic
upheavals. This light medium has been
thought to be at rest, to be as a whole sta
tionary; a.nd in it and through it travel
the eartll, tIle SUfi, and the countless stars.
Now by one of those peculiar verbal il1
versions whicll often happen, tllis roo..
tion of the earth through the etller has
been termed "ether-drift." This is just
as much an actllal misnomer as it would
be to call the passage of the Mauretania
through the waters of the Atlantic
"ocean-drift." The waters pass by the
Mauretania at the same speed as the
Mauretania passes through the waters,
and the earth travels through the sta
tionary ether of space at exactly tIle same
speed as the ether "drifts" by the earth.
The Michelson experiments were, in
fact, made to determine the "world
drift" throllgh space.

These now celebrated experiments
were made in a basement room at Cleve
land on tllree days in June, 1887. TIle
results of these six measures on a beam
of light were disappointing. 1~hey failed
to give tIle known motion of tIle earth ill

its orbit about the Slln, a motion of sotne
nineteen miles per second. According to
Micllelsol1'S publislled results the appara-
tus indicated a speed of only about tl1ree
to five miles per secol1d. 1~11is failure of
Michelson to get the expected result
migllt be explained on anyone or more
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of several grounds: miscalculations as
to the motions of the earth which the
instrument actually measured, errors in
the physical theories of light upon which
the instrument was based, or errors in
tIle theory of the ether. TIle ether in the
closed basement room might have been
entrapped and have been carried along
with the instrument; it might have been
only partially entrapped. A stealnship,
moving through still water, drags the
particles of water, in immediate contact
with its sides, along with it. Particles an
inch or two from the steel side of the
vessel cling less tenaciously and are
slowly passed; particles a foot or two
away show no frictional effect and are
left at rest by the passing vessel. This
effect of dragging water is the well..
known "sl{in friction" of the naval ar
chitect. May there not be a similar fric
tion between the earth and the ether,
and may not the three to five miles,
measured by Michelson, be due to the
effect of some sort of "etller drag"? May
it not have been due to some obscure
optical effect of the many reflecting sur
faces in tIle instrument? Whatever may
have been the real cause of Micllelson's
failllre to measure the full speed of the
earth through the ether, it is clear that
Einstein made no attempt to explain the
actual results of the experiments. He as....
sumed that such result ought to have
been zero, and upon this assumption he
built his amazing structure. The Michel...
son experiments furnished no warrant
for this basic assumption of relativity.
But somehow during tIle succeeding
years of relativity building, this assump-
tion became transmuted into a scientific
fact, and tIle six meagre observations of
Michelson were transformed into a long
series of observations made at many
places and at many times of the year.
Einstein refers to the "unsuccessful at
tempts to discover any motion of the
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earth relative to the 'light medium,'"
and now states that tllese experiments of
Michelson "must be decisive." Edding~
ton, the protagonist of relativity, states,
in popular works and in his serious
mathematical treatises, tl1at Mich.elson
repeated his experiments many times,
that he "detected no difference" in l1is
various observations, and that he failed
"to detect our motion through the
ether." Not only have the Michelson
experiments been thus stretched and dis..
torted out of all resemblance to the
original, but the "assunled" results 11ave
been generalized into the statement tllat
"it will never be possible to determine
our motion through the etl1er."

While it is certainly true that Michel
son failed to get his expected results, yet
these broad assertions of the relativists
have not the slightest basis in fact. Over
a century before Michelson was born
Bradley, in 1725, directly measured the
motion of the earth by means of light
rays; and since that memorable date,
night after night, astrol10mers have
noted and measured the effects of such
motion upon the apparent positions of
all l1eavenly bodies. No mention of
this aberration of ligllt, as tllis particu
lar effect is called, is to be found in
Einstein's popular expositions; no dis-,
cussion of it appears in Eddington's
mathematical works. Not even the word
"aberration" is to be found in tIle index
of this supposedly complete treatise of
relativity. And since 1919 Dayton C.
Miller has repeated the Micllelson ex
periment many thousands of times, and
always with results consistent with the
original observations of 1887. TIle ap..
paratus shows the motion of the earth
througll space, indicates clearly the di.,
rection in which the eartIl and sun are
moving; but for some, as yet unexplain
ed, reason it does not sl10W the full and
correct speed. Its speed scale is apparent...
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Iy wrong. That is all. Find the correct
speed scale of the instrument, and the
eartll's motion WOllld be fully deter
mined. To base a tlleory of the universe
upon the failure of a sil1gle instrllment
to give correct speed results is as logical
as it would be for a motorist to insist
upon correcting all maps and charts of
tIle eartll's surface to conform to the
speeds and distances shown by his un
tested, unverified speedometer.

But tIle new law of gravitation and
the Sllpposed effects of gravitation tlpon
light remain to amaze and mystify, and
to prove that Einstein's "ought to be"
really is. Not only is this new law mys
terious and intangible, but it seems to
have been materialized out of the fath
omless depths of relativity. Neither Ein
stein, nor anyone of his followers has
ever explained in simple, understandable
langttage jllst what this law really is, or
how it differs from that of Newton.
Einstein's fundamental mathematical
paper, in which the findings and results
of relativity were promulgated, is proh..
ably the most clever presentation of a
philosophical theory ever written. But it
violates every canon of scientific pro
cedure. TIle major portion of the paper
is taken up with meticulous explana
tions of the many forlnulas and Ineth
ods of the new and intricate tensor
analysis. But nowhere in this celebrated
paper can one find a clear and specific
statement as to the basic hypotlleses, or
assumptions, upon which the tlleory of
relativity rests. These assumptions are so
cleverly inserted into the intricate ex
planations of the unusual mathematical
processes, that somehow one is led to be
lieve that they are 110t assumptions at
all, but are necessary al1d logical deduc...
tions drawn from some fountain of all
t.rlltll by means of the wonder-working
Inethods of mathelnatical analysis.

In this remarkable paper Einstein first

brings forth Newton's law of gravita
tion, the well-known law of inverse
squares. He then casts this law back into
his mathematical machine and brings
out something quite different, a new
law of planetary motion. Whellce came
Newton's law? What really happened
when it was thrown bacl{ into the maze
of relativity mathematics? Einstein's
paper gives no hint: Einstein's follow...
ers, Eddington, Schwarzschield, Russell,
and many others, do not, possibly can...
not, tell. These mathematical formulas
and amazing transformations must have
been prepared somewhere and some
how. But where and how? Fortunately
an innocent-looking foot-note, apparent.
ly referring to a mere numerical calcu...
lation, led to a paper printed in Berlin in
1915. This obscure paper does not form
a part of the regular series of Einstein's
relativity articles, nor was it published
in the regular journals in whicll tIle
relativity papers were pril1ted. It is to...
day practically unknown to scientists,
for it is not reprinted in standard collec
tions of papers and documents of rela..
tivity. Yet it is in this practically un
known, unsung paper that the con..
jurer's trick was performed; it was in
this paper that Einstein inserted New
ton's law of gravitation into his basic
formulas.

Every schoolboy, who has ever been
plagued with problems in algebra)
knows ftlll well that every symbol in his
equations must have a definite meal1ing,
or value, assigned to it. He kl10WS tllat
the first step in solving anyone of his
troublesome problems is to say: "Let x
equal the number of horses," or pigs~ or
bushels of potatoes, or whatever the
necessities of the particular problem may
require. He I{nows full well that he can..
not just jumble up x's and V's, and a's
and b's, and have them all automatical
ly sort themselves out; he knows that he
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cannot draw the required meanings of
these symbols from some unknown
mathematical reservoir of knowledge.
TIle intricate tensor mathematics of an
Einstein is subject to the same limitations
as tIle common algebra of tIle school
boy. And in this paper of preparation
Einstein was forced, jtlst as the schoolboy
is forced, to define his symbols. He calls
this definition an "Ansatz," a writing...
in, or an assumption. He starts his won
derful fabric by defining his tensor sym
bol, g44' in sue!l a way as to make it the
exact equivalent of the Newtonian po...
tential of ordinary astronomy. This
gravitational potential is merely a
mathematical expression, or symbol,
which summarizes Newton's law that
the force of attraction diminishes as the
sqllare of the distance increases. Ein
stein, thus, assigns to his basic symbol
of relativity mathematics a value so as
to make it "play the part of the gravita
tional potential." He put the Newton
ian law of gravitation into the relativity
hat behind the scenes; and, after build
ing an elaborate edifice of tnathemati..
cal formulas, after using intricate and
unfamiliar systems of tensor analysis, he
suddenly brings forth the concealed rab·
bit, and exclaims, "Remarkable I" I have
produced Newton's formulas "without
any assumption."

Having tlluS materialized Newton's
law of gravitation and Newton's formu
las for planetar'Y motion, Einstein drops
tllem back into llis magic box of tensor
analysis, and, after a few vague pllrases,
brings them forth again. But now both
are changed. He appears to have pro
duced a "somewhat different law of at
traction," and from this different law
to have found "a deviation" from New
ton's laws of planetary motion. It will
be remembered that, according to cur
rent astronomical facts and theories, the
undisturbed path of a planet about the

sun is an ellipse fixed in space. No real
planet actually travels in such an orbit,
for the Solar System consists of many
planets, and they interfere Olle with al1~

other; and each planet's orbit is disturb
ed, or turned, by this mutual inter
ference, into a sort of rotating, wavy
curve. But, under the Newtonian law of
attraction, the primary path of a piallet,
the patll it would describe were it and
the sun the sole bod.ies of tIle system, is
an ellipse. It appears to be otllerwise,
however, with Einstein's n.ew formulas,
or theory of planetary motion. Accord
ing to him, the primary, or undisturbed
"orbital ellipse of a planet undergoes a
slow rotation in the direction of roo..
tion." And the amount of this tlnex~

plained relativity rotation of tIle orbit
of Mercury is stated by Eil1stein to be
just sufficient to explain a ratller puz
zling irregularity in tIle motion of that
body.

This observed irregularity in the mo...
tion of Mercury might be expressed as a
slow rotation of the orbit. But the exact
amount of this rotation is Ul11{nown, al1d
it is tangled up and confused with sev
eral other minute irregularities. It was
first discovered by Leverrier in 1859, and
was confirmed by Newcomb in 1895.
Both these astronomers, however, sh.ow
ed that its exact vallIe was uncertain,
and that it is not the only factor to be
considered. Newcomb, in fact, named
ten other minute irregularities in tIle
planetary motions. The largest of tl1em
all is the rotation of Mercury's orbit,
which has been variously estimated as
being from 25" to 50" per century:
Leverrier's original calculation was 38"
per century. Tllis is such a mil1l1te quan
tity that it would take several hundrecl
years for the departure of tIle planet
from its theoretical Newtonian position
to become noticeable to the naked eye.
And all these very slight departures from
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regularity call be perfectly well account
ed for l)y well~known conditions in tIle
Solar System. They can be fully explain...
ed by the known ellipsodial shape of the
sun and of the planets, and by the pres...
ence of swarms of meteoric matter,
kll0wn to exist between the sun and the
variOllS planets. Einstein, however, dis
regards all these facts, disregards the
plain statements of Leverrier and New...
comb; al1d asserts that the perihelial roo...
tion of Mercllry is the ('sole exception"
in an otherwise ordered system. He
SllOWS tl1at his new, ul1explained formu
las of planetary Inotion, the fornluIas
found by dipping Newton's into the
cleansing waters of relativity, give for
Mercury "a rotation of the orbit of 43"
per centllry, corresponding exactly to
astronomical observation (Leverrier)."
TIlliS, wllile cI1anging tIle facts and fig
tIres fOlInd by Leverrier tllrougll long
and painstaking astronomical research,
Eil1steil1 claims that l1is theory of gravi..
tation not only excels "in its beauty" that
of Newtol1, but tllat it has also "explain
ed a result of observation in astronomy,
against which classical mechanics is

1 "power ess.·
Again tIle obscure paper of 1915 dis

closes tIle matllematical processes. Bllt in
tllis case it would seem that the con...
jllrer deceived himself as well as mysti
fyil1g his public: deceived himself by the
very intricacies of his own mathel11ati
cal methods, and by his unfamiliarity
with astronomical facts and Inethods.

When he dropped Newton's formula
for planetary Illation into his mathe
matical macIline, it was for the avowed
purpose of changing the units of time
and of space in which this motion is mea
sured. TIle fundamental precept of rela~

tivity is tllat tIle fixed units of time and
Sl)ace, l1eretofore used in all problems of
pllysics and astronomy, are unsatisfac
tory and unworkable. According to the

relativity theory of the universe, each
observer llas his own individual "clock"
and "yardstick," and the rate of his
clock and the length of l1is yardsticl{
vary as l1e moves about from place to
place. Thus an observer on Mercury will
measure the motions of that planet by
means of clocks and yardsticks that ctif
fer, in rate and in length, froin those
used by a mere astronon1er on this ef...
fete earth. The second plunge into th.e
mathematical bath was to effect a trans...
formation; to express the motions of
that planet in terms of the "more accu
rate" llnits of length and time used by
the advanced observer ill l1is Inodern
relativistic observatory on a Mercurian
mountain top.

But when tIle cleansed formula was
brought fortIl, it was not only trans...
formed as to units, but apparel1tly also
as to the law of motion. To a logical
Inind this latter is impossible. Th.e mere
change of units in which a q'uantity is
expressed cannot change that quantity,
be it acceleration, planetary velocity, or
the weigllt of lumps of gold. The weigllt
of a heap of golden nuggets can be ex~

pressed in pounds, ill ounces or in l{ilo
grains; but the changing of tIle units
does not change the weight of tIle nug
gets. The fact is that Einstein nlade a
slip in his preparations for his pul)lic ex~

hibition of relativity: he did not worI{
his mathematical machine correctly. lIe
forgot to transform the weigllt of one of
his golden nuggets from the pounds of
astronomy to the kilos of relativity; acld·~

ed POUl1ds to kilos, and got arl incon..
sistent and illogical reSlllt.

TIle golden nugget that Einsteil1 tl1uS
forgot to transform is tIle matllematical
sYlnbol wllicIl represel1ts the 111ass of tIle
sun. "fhis slip, whicll should have been
caught, may perhaps be excusable in
one who has llad no training in astro...
nomical calculation; for the metllods of
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celestial mechanics differ from those of
physics, cllemistry, and other terrestrial
sciences. In terrestrial physics, mass, or
quantity of matter is a funtiamental unit
independent of the units of time and of
space; btIt in all celestial matllematics
tnass is expressed ill terms of time al1d
distance. The unit of n1ass in use in all
ffill11dane affairs is defil1ed as being tIle
qllantity of matter contained in a cer
tai11 definite metal bar deposited in the
International Bureau of Standards. The
amOllnt of matter in any otller body on
the surface of tile eartll can be fOUlld by
a comparison, by weigllt, witll this
standard, or by a comparison witll one
of the many autIlcnticated copies of this
standard. And such meaSllre of the mass
of a body may be used with anyone of
tIle several systems of time and length
u..nits; may be used with the second of
time and the centimetre of length, or
may be used witll the day and the mile.
Whatever system be thus used, the num..
ber of kilograms, or units of mass in a
definite battleship remains the same.
Whether we reckon the speed of the
battlesllip in miles per hour, or in metres
per second the number of tons in its dis..
placement remains tIle same. But in as...
tronomical calculations the case is dif...
ferent. We cannot directly weigh tIle
mass of tIle sun against allY suell fixed
physical unit, nor can we directly mea
sure tIle mass of Jllpiter, nor of Mercury.
We can only indirectly estimate the
mass of tIle sun through tIle motions it
causes in the various bodies of the solar
system. In astronomy, thus, the unit of
Inass is defined in terms of motion, is
defined as that mass which will cause
unit motion (acceleration) in unit time.
The astronomical measure of mass will
then change with changes in the units
in which time and space are measured.
If one change the unit of time from the
day to the month, or to the year, one

automatically changes the llnit of nlass
ill terms of wllich the SUl1 is rccl\.o11e<.i.
The usual u,nits of astronomy are tIle
day and the distance of tIle eartIl from
the sun (93,000,000 miles), al1d ill'tern1S
of these 1111its the mass of tIle sun is ex..
pressed by tIle small fraction 1/3379;
but in terms of the units of tIle l)hysical
laboratory, the second and tIle cel1ti
metre, the mass of tIle StIn is eX!Jressed
by the imlnense number, by I followed
by 26 zeros.

Wlletller or not Einstein l1ad ever
Inade a serious astronoluical calculation
he certainly overlool\:ed tIlis fact, and
kept his mass COl1stant eXl)ressed in
terms of astronomical units wllile trans...
forming al1·other factors of l1is formulas
to the "more accurate" units of relativity
time and space. WIlen tllis slip is cor...
rected, and when every term alld every
symbol in Einstein's formula is express...
ed in terms of l1is OWll relativity Ul1its,
then tIle form of tIle eqtlation is ideJ1ti...
cally the same as tllat of Newton, and
the orbit of tIle body is seen to be an el-
lipse, fixed in space. Tllis is as it sl10uld
be. The mere change in tIle units ill
whicl1 a planet's motion is expressed
cannot change that motiO!l, cannot
change tIle orbit, or cllange tIle law
which governs tIle motion.

Thus the sa--called relativity rotation
of planetary orbits is a Inatllematical il..
lusion;-an illusiol1 due to an incom...
plete mathematical transformation alld
to an illogical interpretation of tIle re...
sultil1g formula. Tl1ere is no relativity
rotation of Mercury's orl)it, and tllere is
no Einstein law of gravitation.

Notwithstanding all tllis, it is claimed
that the "bent...ligllt" observed at recent
solar eclipses is clear proof tllat Einstein
did find a new law of gravitation, and
tllat the entire relativity tIleory has been
conclusively proved. Bent-light and the
wonders of solar eclipses caught the
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public fancy and were sedulollsly culti..
vated by tIle many writers on relativity
and by the organizers of eclipse jaunts
to the interestin.g and picturesque coun
tries of the far East. Eddington, the or
gal1izer of tIle first party to "verify" the
Einstein theory, wrote most entertain..
ingly of 110W tIle new gravitation at·
tracted and bent light rays, of how it
was possible to "weigll" light, and he
even envisaged tIle possibility of future
public service corporations selling tlleir
light by weight, just as a coal dealer now
supplies llis customers wit11 tons of coal.
Einstein's own statement as to tIle cause
of this wonder phenolnenon, however,
was somewhat different. According to
his popular exposition of relativity, one
half of the predicted bending of the
light--ray is due to the Newtonian attrac
tion of the sun, and tIle other 11alf is pro..
dllced by tIle "curvature" of space. But
he failed completely to explain how
gravitation acted upon a ray of light, or
how the intangible nothingness of space
could be warped by the sun.

All of these weird explanations were
apparently accepted without question,
and funds were poured out to build in
strllments and to finance the many ex
peditions from England, from Atnerica,
from Canada, and from other countries.
The astronOlners at the heads of tl1ese
expeditions do not seenl to have bother
ed themselves as to wl1at it was all about,
or as to wllat their costly trips might or
might not prove as to bent...ligllt and the
Einstein tlleory. TIle voillminous re
ports of tllese expeditions do not con
tain a single statement as to tIle real
basis of Einsteil1's clairrl, nor the slight..
est hint as to 110W he actually made his
calclIlation that rays of ligllt should he
bent by just I -75" of arc in passing the
edge of the eclipsed sun.

"fhis is all the more remarkable be
cause Einstein's origil1al paper on the

foun.clations of the general theory of reI...
ativity is perfectly clear on this point.
However obscure and indefinite tllat
paper may be in regard to tIle law of
gravitation and tIle Sllpposed relativity
motion of MerCtlry, it is d.efinite as to
the actual matllematical formulas by
which tIle light calculation was made.
These formulas are printed in full, a.nd
the matllematical symbols, in whicll
tIley are expressed, are explained and
defined. There cannot be tIle slightest
qllestion as to how Einstein made his
actual computation, or as to the assump-
tion, or hypothesis upon which that cal
culation rests. And these formulas and
tIlis calculation show that there is no
basis whatsoever for the fantastic claims
of the poplllar expounders of relativity,
show that Einstein's own poptllar "half
and half" explanation is utterly at vari
ance with his matllematical work.

The mathematical formula, by which
Einstein calculated his predicted deflec
tion of light, is a well..known and simple
formula of physical optics. In it there is
not the faintest trace of tensor analysis,
of warped space, of tIle relativity of mo
tion, or of anyone of the many perplex....
ing concepts of relativity. It is a formula
of the old-fashioned, sinlple wave theory
of light, which is in constant, almost
daily, use by astronomers, by pllysicists,
and by the mal{ers of optical instru...
ments. In tllis simple, every-day formu
la Einstein substitlltes an hypothetical
"retardation" of light ill its passage by
the sun; and this purely theoretical re
tardation is tIle sole new concept, or hy..
potllesis involved in the prediction of
bent-ligllt. Now this supposed, or 11y'"
pathetical effect of gravitation upon.
light is the direct reverse of tIle l{nown
effect of gravitation upon matter. Gravi~
tation accelerates l11atter: according to
this 11ypotllesis of Einstein it retards
light. A particle of matter falling to-
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ward the sun falls faster and faster; a
ray of light mo·ving directly toward the
sun, travels, according to relativity,
more and Inore slowly. At the centre of
the sun, the speed of the falling body
would be infinite; the speed of light,
zero. The gravitational attraction of the
eartll for bodies at its surface produces
tIle effect we call "weight"; if Einstein's
hypothesis in regard to light be rigllt,
the gravitational effect is reversed. Light
would have "anti-weigllt," it would
weigh less than nothing. How can one
who has ever looked at Einstein's for...
mulas spin fancy tales of "Weighing
Light?"

Thus the many and elaborate eclipse
expeditions have been given fictitious
importance. "fheir results can neither
prove nor disprove the relativity theory,
for not a single one of the many con
cepts of that theory is involved in Ein
steil1'S calculation. Nor can these results
prove anything in regard to the sup
posed "new" law of gravitation, for the
truth or falsity of the Newtonian law is
not involved in the formula, from and
by which Einstein calculated l1is cele
brated 1-75" of arc. The sole new con
cept that can be tested by the eclipse ex
peditions is that of an hypothetical re
tardation of light in its passage through
the gravitational field of the sun. At tIle
best these eclipse observations might
prove tIle fact tllat light suffers a retar
dation as it passes the sun, and might
prove that such retardation is of a eer
tail1 definite amount. But such observa
tions canl10t show anything as to the
cause or causes of such retardation;
they canrlot distinguish between a pure
ly theoretical retardation, such as claim
ed by Einstein, and an actual retardation
caused by the passage of the ray through
refracting materials near tIle solar sur
face.

But the actual published results of the

many eclipse expeditions do not show
ev·en this. There is no eviden~e of any
kind to show that light-rays are bent, in
any degree whatsoever, as tl1.ey pass the
edge of the sun. The observations are
extremely difficult anct are beset by all
sorts of complications and disturbil1g
influences. The instrllmental difficulties
alone are almost insurmountable, and
before tIle ray reaclles tIle plate of the
astronomer it must pass tllfough the
many miles of tIle earth's atlnosphere.
In this passage through the air, the ray
is always bent, and sOlnetimes twisted
out of its direct course. All stars appear
higher in the heavens than they really
are, and this effect of atmospheric re
fraction is one of the nlost troublesome
corrections to allow for. Based lIpan
many years of astronomical ol)serva...
tions, tables have been made wllich give
the average amount of suell refraction
for normal night conditions of tIle at..
mosphere. The amount of this atmos
pheric bending of the light rays changes
quite rapidly with the varying tempera...
tures of the air, and is materially affect...
ed by layers and Cllrrents of air of differ-
ent temperatures. Suell effects are often
noticeable at the seasll0re and iIi desert
lands, and cause the well...]{nown mi
rages in which ships are seen upside
down, and desert lands are turned into
lakes and seas.

Now the eclipse observations must be
made under very abnormal condition.s
of the atmosphere. As tIle eclipse be
COines total, the sun's ligllt and l1cat are
suddenly witlldrawn, and tllc teml)era..
ture falls very rapidly. Disturbances and
air currents are set up, and the refrac...
tion will not be the same as i.n tl1e case
of ordinary observations made on quiet,
clear nights. Yet there is no way of esti
mating the effects of tllese abnorlnal
conditions, and tIle astrol10mer must ap
ply the corrections from the tables made
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to represent night observations. These
correctio::s to the observed positions of
the stars on the eclipse plates are-larger
than the predicted Einstein displace
mel1ts, and many times larger than
most of the deflections reported to have
been found. In fact an error of only a
few degrees in estimating the tempera..
ture of the column of air througll which
the ray passes, would give a fictitious
and entirely erroneous deflection for
each star. And the various expeditions
took no precautions to determine actu
ally the temperature at tIle time each
plate was exposed. During the five or
six minutes of the eclipse while the tern...
perature was rapidly changing, only
one reading of the thermometer seems
to have been made; for all the various
calculations were made with one stand
ard temperature.

Fully as serious are the instrumental
difficulties. A photograph of a group of
stars may give a more or less accurate
map of the group, bllt it gives nothing
as to the scale of the map. From an
eclipse photograph one cannot tell
whether a given star is at its normal dis
tance from the sun's centre, or whether
it has been displaced inward, or out...
ward. To determine this one must know
the photographic scale: the scale on
wllicIl the map was made. An astra
nOlnical camera is extremely sensitive to
changes in temperature. A difference of
30 between the temperatures of the out
side tube of the camera and the photo
grapllic plate encased ill the plate hold
er is sufficient to so change the scale of
the map as to give the stars an apparent
outward, or inward, displacement larger
than the 1.75" of the relativity predic
tion. Tllis scale, upon which tIle wilole
qtlestion of wllether or not tIle stars
were actually displaced outward, should
be determined by some unquestioned,
independent method. Yet not a single

eclipse party has ever yet so determined
the scale. Each and .every party has
found this scale from the· star images on
the eclipse plates by assuming that tllese
images were displaced just as Einstein
predicted. Can1.pbeIl reduced his photo...
graphic plates and determined the scale
by "adopting Einstein's prediction":
Trumpler finds the scale of his map by
"assuming with Einstein" tIle presence
of the predicted displacement and tIle
way in whicll Einstein said tIle stellar
deflections would decrease with the dis~

tance of the star from the sun.
Even though the astronomers thus as

sume the existence of the very stellar
displacements that their elaborate and
costly expeditions were supposed to
hunt for, they could not even then
bring their observations into accord
with Einstein witllout utilizing to the
full tile artistic power of selection. In
the South American eclipse of 1919 less
than 15 per cent of the actual measured
data was used by the British astrono
mers in obtaining their announced re
suIts: in the Australian eclipse of 1922

slightly less than 50 per cent of the data
was used by Campbell and Trumpler.
~rhe Einstein pred.ictioIl requires a de-
flection for each star not only of a cer..
tain definite amount, but also in a eer...
tain definite direction. The observed de...
flection might agree exactly with the
predicted amount, but if it were in the
wrong direction, it would disprove, not
prove the relativity prediction. Yau ean-
not reach Washington from New Yark
by travelling west, even if you do go the
requisite number of miles. The astrol10
mers got over this difficllity by the. Sil11

pIe means of calling all nonradial 1)01'""

tions of their actual measures "acciden...
tal errors," while that portioll of each
observed deflection, whicll happen.ed to
be in the direction predicted by Ein.~,

stein, was taken to be a reality. Sucll
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selection was most artistically done, and,
in lool,ing at tIle picture of proof pre
sented, one takes in the general effect,
but fails to notice the artistic license by
which the effect was produced.

vVhen the star displacements are
freed from all these assumptions and
the actual measured deflections are tal{...
en, they are found to be very discordant,
to be in all sorts of directions, and to
have not the slightest resemblance to
tllose predicted by Einstein. And fur...
ther the size and direction of these mi~

nute deflections are different on different
plates: they show distinctive changes,
botll ill direction and in size, as the
eclipse progresses. The photographs tak
en at tIle beginning of an eclipse are
quite different from those taken near
tIle end of totality. "fhis is just the effect
that one would expect, if these deflec
tions are due to temperature changes in
the air over the eclipse station. Thus the
actual results of the many eclipse expe
ditions do not furnish the slightest evi
dence in favor of Einstein's prediction
of "retarded" light. The discordant and
oftell illusive measured displacements,
if real, can best be explained by some
refractive effect in the earth's atmos
phere; by possible tenlperature effects,
on air and instruments, caused by the
passage of the eclipse shadow.

Thus two of the crucial tests of rela
tivity are found to be illusions. What
of the third test, the displacement of
spectral lines toward the red end of the
spectrum? Einstein, himself, states that
if this displacement does not exist, "then
the general theory of relativity will be
untenable." Yet a simple inspection of
Einstein's own nlatllematical work
shows that this pred.icted displacement
does not involve a single one of the basic
tenets of relativity. The formulas by
\vllich he calclliated this hypothetical
shift do not contain the slightest trace

of "curved space," of a "space-time con
tinuum," or of non-Euclidean geometry.
The so-called Einstein shift is due to a
single concept grafted onto the rela..
tivity theory:-namely, tIle assumption
that all atoms situated l1ear the surface
of the sun, or other gravitational body,
vibrate more slowly than do similar
atoms situated in free space. This merely
means that an atom of sodium, of zinc,
or of hydrogen will vibrate at a giVe!l
rate in a laboratory on tIle earth, at an
other and slower rate near the surface
of the sun, and at a still slower rate in
the vicinity of a large and more ponder
ous star. Now there is nothing impos
sible, or even improbable in this new as
sumption. The time of vibration of a
pendulum changes with its location on
the surface of the earth; the Moon
would rotate about the earth much slow
er if it and the earth were brought nearer
the sun. These are well-l{nown effects
of gravitation. But Einstein does not base
either his new assumption or his calcula
tions upon any of these well-known an.d
tll0roughly tested principles of gravita
tion. On the contrary, the sole basis for
his formula is a revamped and modern
ized version of Jules Verne's story of an
imagil1ary trip to tIle Moon. 1-1hus while
there may be some plausil)ility in tIle
general conception that the vibratil1g
atom is affected by gravitation, there
is neither rhyme nor reason in Ein
stein's specific formula, 110r in 11is preclic
tion of a specific shift in the s!Jectral
lines.

Further there is 110 valid observational
evidence to support his claims al1d pre...
dictions. In the early years of relativity,
Einstein, Eddington, and dozens of less...
er lights claimed that spectroscopic ob
servations of the sun l1ad placed "the ex...
istence of tIle effect almost beyon.d
doubt." The observations, however, are
of extreme difficulty, and there are many
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factors which may displace a line in the
solar spectrllm. Motion in the line of
sight, toward or away from the observer,
will cause very marked sIlifts (tIle Dop..
pIer effect); changes in the pressure of
the light emitting gases will seriously af
fect tIle positions of the spectral lines.
And these purely physical shifts may be
much larger than tIle Ilypothetical Ein
stein effect. No one kl10WS the exact con
ditions of the solar atmosphere, knows
whether, at a particular mOlnent, the
light giving atom is rising or falling, or
whether the pressure is negligibly small
or many times that of the atmosphere
at the surface of the earth. This is now
clearly recognized and even such an ar
del1t relativist as Henry Norris Russell
admits that "in the case of the sun tIle
sllift is small and its effects are confused
with other small displacements not yet
fully understood." Abandoning thus
the original claims of proof, the rela
tivists now turn to a small star, the com
panion of Sirius, and assert that observa...
tiOl1S on tllis minute body "conclusively
prove" tIle existence of the Einstein

shift. But the measurements are based
upon only two or three selected photo
graphic plates of small scale, which were
taken under most difficult conditions.
While these measures indicate a sllift to·
ward the red end of the spectrum, yet the
most recent independent analysis of all
this evidence shows that the shift may
rather be due to simple physical causes,
and that these measures made upon this
abnormal selected star fail to prove the
presence of the definite shift predicted
by Einstein.

Thus the claim of Einstein to have
found a new law of gravitation and the
many assertions that the theory of rela
tivity has worked in accounting for the
motions of Mercury and has been con
clusively proved by the eclipse observa
tions and by tIle displacement of spec
trallines are all merely unproved, and,
so far, really unsupported illusions. Ein...
stein and his followers have been dwell
ing in the "pleasing land of drowsyshed
-"; in the land
"0£ dreams that wave before the half shut

ueye.

Requiem
By MARGARET EMERSON BAILEY

No man wishes
Body and soul
Of a woman. Either
Olltweiglls tIle whole.

For both together
Well may be
Less tllan he bargained for
Separately.

One gives to the other
Till there is
Left from neither
What he'd call his.

And he shows wisdom
When all's said and done,
Of 11er body or soul
To have martyred one.

But wl1ile he wislles
A llalf, not the wiloIe,
God rest her body
God save her soul.
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